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As the open-source and free competitor to expensive software like MapleTM,
Mathematica®, Magma, and MATLAB®, Sage offers anyone with access to a web
browser the ability to use cutting-edge mathematical software and display his or her
results for others, often with stunning graphics. This book is a gentle introduction to
Sage for undergraduate students toward the end of Calculus II (single-variable integral
calculus) or higher-level course work such as Multivariate Calculus, Differential
Equations, Linear Algebra, or Math Modeling. The book assumes no background in
computer science, but the reader who finishes the book will have learned about half of
a first semester Computer Science I course, including large parts of the Python
programming language. The audience of the book is not only math majors, but also
physics, engineering, finance, statistics, chemistry, and computer science majors.
In this book, the fundamentals of magnetism are treated, starting at an introductory
level. The origin of magnetic moments, the response to an applied magnetic field, and
the various interactions giving rise to different types of magnetic ordering in solids are
presented and many examples are given. Crystalline-electric-field effects are treated at
a level that is sufficient to provide the basic knowledge necessary in understanding the
properties of materials in which these effects play a role. Itinerant-electron magnetism
is presented on a similar basis. Particular attention has been given to
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magnetocrystalline magnetic anisotropy and the magnetocaloric effect. Also, the usual
techniques for magnetic measurements are presented. About half of the book is
devoted to magnetic materials and the properties that make them suitable for numerous
applications. The state of the art is presented of permanent magnets, high-density
recording materials, soft-magnetic materials, Invar alloys and magnetostrictive
materials. Many references are given.
Linear algebra is something all mathematics undergraduates and many other students,
in subjects ranging from engineering to economics, have to learn. The fifth edition of
this hugely successful textbook retains all the qualities of earlier editions while at the
same time seeing numerous minor improvements and major additions. The latter
include: • A new chapter on singular values and singular vectors, including ways to
analyze a matrix of data • A revised chapter on computing in linear algebra, with
professional-level algorithms and code that can be downloaded for a variety of
languages • A new section on linear algebra and cryptography • A new chapter on
linear algebra in probability and statistics. A dedicated and active website also offers
solutions to exercises as well as new exercises from many different sources (e.g.
practice problems, exams, development of textbook examples), plus codes in MATLAB,
Julia, and Python.
The book presents practical aspects related to the measurement of rotational power
loss in soft magnetic materials. The book furthermore focuses on practical aspects of
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performing such measurements, the associated difficulties as well as solutions to the
most common problems. Numerous practical aspects, hands-on experience, and most
commonly encountered pitfalls are heavily discussed in the book. The text begins with
introduction to magnetism, then follows with definitions of measurement methods of
rotational power loss from physical viewpoint. Two chapters describe and detail the
various sensors which can be employed for such measurements as well as all the
aspects of designing, making, and using a magnetising apparatus. A synthesis of the
likely optimal design of a magnetising apparatus is also given, preceded with the full
reasoning based on all the research carried out to date. Characterisation of Soft
Magnetic Materials Under Rotational Magnetisation serves as an excellent starting
point for any student having to perform magnetic measurements under rotational
magnetisation, but also under 1D, 2D or 3D excitation. Because the methods, sensors,
and apparatus are extensively discussed it will also be a great reference for more
senior researchers and experts in the field. There is a whole chapter devoted to
analysis of measurement uncertainty. This subject is rarely published for magnetic
measurements, which makes it more difficult for all researchers to understand the
concepts and methodology used in uncertainty estimation. This chapter not only
introduces the whole subject, but also provides multiple step-by-step examples which
can be easily followed, from very simple cases to much more complex ones. All
equations are presented with full SI units which greatly helps in practical application of
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the presented methodology. Each chapter is written in such a way that it can be studied
on its own, so that the reader can focus only on the specific aspects, as required.
This book is designed to serve as a core text for courses in advanced engineering
mathematics required by many engineering departments. The style of presentation is
such that the student, with a minimum of assistance, can follow the step-by-step
derivations. Liberal use of examples and homework problems aid the student in the
study of the topics presented. Ordinary differential equations, including a number of
physical applications, are reviewed in Chapter One. The use of series methods are
presented in Chapter Two, Subsequent chapters present Laplace transforms, matrix
theory and applications, vector analysis, Fourier series and transforms, partial
differential equations, numerical methods using finite differences, complex variables,
and wavelets. The material is presented so that four or five subjects can be covered in
a single course, depending on the topics chosen and the completeness of coverage.
Incorporated in this textbook is the use of certain computer software packages. Short
tutorials on Maple, demonstrating how problems in engineering mathematics can be
solved with a computer algebra system, are included in most sections of the text.
Problems have been identified at the end of sections to be solved specifically with
Maple, and there are computer laboratory activities, which are more difficult problems
designed for Maple. In addition, MATLAB and Excel have been included in the solution
of problems in several of the chapters. There is a solutions manual available for those
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who select the text for their course. This text can be used in two semesters of
engineering mathematics. The many helpful features make the text relatively easy to
use in the classroom.
This is a simple, concise book designed to be useful for beginners and to be kept as a
reference. MATLAB is presently a globally available standard computational tool for
engineers and scientists. The terminology, syntax, and the use of the programming
language are well defined and the organization of the material makes it easy to locate
information and navigate through the textbook. The text covers all the major capabilities
of MATLAB that are useful for beginning students. An instructor’s manual and other
web resources are available.

Technical mathematics is a course pioneered by Allyn Washington, and the
seventh edition of this text preserves the author's highly regarded approach to
technical math while improving on the integration of technology. The book is
intended for a two or three semester course and is taught primarily to students
who plan to pursue engineering or other technical fields. The primary strength of
the text is the heavy integration of technical applications, which aids the student
pursuing a technical career by showing the importance of a strong foundation in
algebraic and trigonometric math. Allyn Washington defined the technical math
market when he wrote the first edition of Basic Technical Mathematics over thirty
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years ago. His continued vision is to provide highly accurate mathematical
concepts based on technical applications. The course is designed to allow the
student to be simultaneously enrolled in allied technical areas, such as physics or
electronics. The material in the text can be rearranged easily to fit the needs of
the instructor as well as the students. today's students that an understanding of
elementary math is critical in many aspects of life.
Emphasizing a conceptual understanding of concrete design and analysis, this
revised and updated edition builds the student?s understanding by presenting
design methods in an easy to understand manner supported with the use of
numerous examples and problems. Written in intuitive, easy–to–understand
language, it includes SI unit examples in all chapters, equivalent conversion
factors from US customary to SI throughout the book, and SI unit design tables.
In addition, the coverage has been completely updated to reflect the latest ACI
318–11 code.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced
from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most
of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
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world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate)
has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact,
this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
This text for a second course in linear algebra, aimed at math majors and
graduates, adopts a novel approach by banishing determinants to the end of the
book and focusing on understanding the structure of linear operators on vector
spaces. The author has taken unusual care to motivate concepts and to simplify
proofs. For example, the book presents - without having defined determinants - a
clean proof that every linear operator on a finite-dimensional complex vector
space has an eigenvalue. The book starts by discussing vector spaces, linear
independence, span, basics, and dimension. Students are introduced to innerproduct spaces in the first half of the book and shortly thereafter to the finitedimensional spectral theorem. A variety of interesting exercises in each chapter
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helps students understand and manipulate the objects of linear algebra. This
second edition features new chapters on diagonal matrices, on linear functionals
and adjoints, and on the spectral theorem; some sections, such as those on selfadjoint and normal operators, have been entirely rewritten; and hundreds of
minor improvements have been made throughout the text.
Everything you can learn about the practical automation at one place.
Topics in Mathematical Modeling is an introductory textbook on mathematical
modeling. The book teaches how simple mathematics can help formulate and
solve real problems of current research interest in a wide range of fields,
including biology, ecology, computer science, geophysics, engineering, and the
social sciences. Yet the prerequisites are minimal: calculus and elementary
differential equations. Among the many topics addressed are HIV; plant
phyllotaxis; global warming; the World Wide Web; plant and animal vascular
networks; social networks; chaos and fractals; marriage and divorce; and El Niño.
Traditional modeling topics such as predator-prey interaction, harvesting, and
wars of attrition are also included. Most chapters begin with the history of a
problem, follow with a demonstration of how it can be modeled using various
mathematical tools, and close with a discussion of its remaining unsolved
aspects. Designed for a one-semester course, the book progresses from
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problems that can be solved with relatively simple mathematics to ones that
require more sophisticated methods. The math techniques are taught as needed
to solve the problem being addressed, and each chapter is designed to be largely
independent to give teachers flexibility. The book, which can be used as an
overview and introduction to applied mathematics, is particularly suitable for
sophomore, junior, and senior students in math, science, and engineering.
"A First Course in Linear Algebra, originally by K. Kuttler, has been redesigned by
the Lyryx editorial team as a first course for the general students who have an
understanding of basic high school algebra and intend to be users of linear
algebra methods in their profession, from business & economics to science
students. All major topics of linear algebra are available in detail, as well as
justifications of important results. In addition, connections to topics covered in
advanced courses are introduced. The textbook is designed in a modular fashion
to maximize flexibility and facilitate adaptation to a given course outline and
student profile. Each chapter begins with a list of student learning outcomes, and
examples and diagrams are given throughout the text to reinforce ideas and
provide guidance on how to approach various problems. Suggested exercises
are included at the end of each section, with selected answers at the end of the
textbook."--BCcampus website.
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Nina Raine's Tiger Country is a hospital play that follows a tangle of doctors and
nurses in a busy London hospital - from the award-winning author of Tribes.
Professionalism and prejudice, turbulent staff romances, ambition and failure
collide in this swirling, action-packed drama about an overburdened health
service that we all depend on and the dedicated individuals that keep it going.
'Tiger country' is where animal instinct stirs and an irrefutable eye opens. Where
we make eye contact with the unknown. Tiger Country was premiered at
Hampstead Theatre in 2011 and, following its sell-out run, was revived there in
2014.
Design trends and product innovations distinguish once again this wellestablished competition, which the Design Center Stuttgart organizes under a
different theme--or focus--each year. The main aim of Focus Dialog is to find
products that encourage interaction between people and products or promote
interpersonal dialogue. This catalogue features all award-winners from the
following areas: production, communication, medicine, trade fairs, presentation,
public space, office furnishing and equipment, living, kitchens, household,
sanitary installations, lighting, leisure, transport, traffic.
Melvin Juette has said that becoming paralyzed in a shooting was "both the worst
and best thing that happened" to him. This memoir re-constructs the defining
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moments of his life with the assistance of sociologist Ronald Berger. It is
bracketed by Berger's introduction and conclusion, which places this narrative in
proper sociological context.
The book will help assist a reader in the development of techniques for analysis
of biomedical signals and computer aided diagnoses with a pedagogical
examination of basic and advanced topics accompanied by over 350 figures and
illustrations. Wide range of filtering techniques presented to address various
applications 800 mathematical expressions and equations Practical questions,
problems and laboratory exercises Includes fractals and chaos theory with
biomedical applications
Algebraic Cryptanalysis bridges the gap between a course in cryptography, and
being able to read the cryptanalytic literature. This book is divided into three
parts: Part One covers the process of turning a cipher into a system of equations;
Part Two covers finite field linear algebra; Part Three covers the solution of
Polynomial Systems of Equations, with a survey of the methods used in practice,
including SAT-solvers and the methods of Nicolas Courtois. Topics include:
Analytic Combinatorics, and its application to cryptanalysis The equicomplexity of
linear algebra operations Graph coloring Factoring integers via the quadratic
sieve, with its applications to the cryptanalysis of RSA Algebraic Cryptanalysis is
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designed for advanced-level students in computer science and mathematics as a
secondary text or reference book for self-guided study. This book is suitable for
researchers in Applied Abstract Algebra or Algebraic Geometry who wish to find
more applied topics or practitioners working for security and communications
companies.
Get the essential tools for your courses in engineering, math, and science.
MATLAB(r) is a high-level language and interactive environment that lets you
focus on your course work and applications, rather than on programming details.
It enables you to solve many numerical problems in a fraction of the time it takes
to write a program in a lower-level language such as Java, C, C++, or Fortran.
You can also use MATLAB to analyze and visualize data using automation
capabilities, thereby avoiding the manual repetition common with other products.
The MATLAB in Student Version provides all the features and capabilities of the
professional version of MATLAB software, with no limitations. There are a few
small differences between the Student Version interface and the professional
version of MATLAB: * The MATLAB prompt in Student Version is EDU * Printouts
contain this footer: Student Version of MATLAB For more information on this
product please visit the MathWorks website: http:
//www.mathworks.com/academia/student_version/index.html IMPORTANT
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NOTE: Proof of student status is required for activation of license
This book provides a comparative perspective of the impact of early European
colonization on the native peoples of the Americas. It covers the character of the
indigenous cultures before contact, and then addresses the impact ofand creative
ways in which they adapted tothe establishment of colonies by the Spanish,
Portuguese, French, Dutch, and English. Key topics: Paying attention to
environmental change, the book considers such issues as the nature of military
conflicts, the cultural and material contributions of each side to the other, the
importance of economic exchanges, and the demographic transformation.
Market: For individuals interested in the history of colonial America, colonial Latin
America, and the American Indian.
Haunting, gripping, and psychologically fierce tales that illuminate an unsettling
side of humanity from “one of the treasures of American story writing” (Jonathan
Lethem). Featuring the O. Henry Prize–winning short story “Windeye,” this
collection of Brian Evenson’s masterful stories “involve impossible scenarios
and alternative realities” that are “always surprising” (Bookforum). A woman
falling out of sync with the world; a king’s servant hypnotized by his murderous
horse; a transplanted ear with a mind of its own—the characters in these twentyfive stories live as interlopers in a world shaped by mysterious disappearances
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and unfathomable discrepancies between the real and imagined, revealing the
breadth and depth of Evenson’s uncanny vision.
This text presents a wide variety of common types of models found in other
mathematical modeling texts, as well as some new types. However, the models
are presented in a very unique format. A typical section begins with a general
description of the scenario being modeled. The model is then built using the
appropriate mathematical tools. Then it is implemented and analyzed in Excel via
step-by-step instructions. In the exercises, we ask students to modify or refine
the existing model, analyze it further, or adapt it to similar scenarios.
Sage for UndergraduatesAmerican Mathematical Soc.
Since the 1960s, efforts to reform education—including various curricular
changes, reading approaches, teacher preparation, money for the
disadvantaged, and different instructional approaches—have failed to bring about
true systemic change because the reforms fail to deal with a different definition of
learning. Assessing What Really Matters in Schools gives hope to innovative and
progressive schools, to new and different accountability systems, while changing
the conversation from an achievement discourse to a human development
discourse.
People are often hesitant to become involved in the political process, but AMERICAN
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GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS TODAY-TEXAS EDITION, 2009-2010 demonstrates
how seemingly small steps can make a big difference. Combining comprehensive
coverage of the U.S. and Texas political processes, the book uses intriguing, real-life
examples and exercises to engage readers in the fascinating intricacies of American
government--inspiring you to participate in the political process. As it introduces
concepts, the book illustrates specific ways readers can participate, showing through
exciting examples how individuals--of all ages and backgrounds--can make a profound
impact. Active participation can be as simple as calling a local politician to share an
opinion on a local issue, registering to vote, or viewing a town council meeting on local
access cable. The book includes expanded coverage of the 2008 presidential election
and promotes critical thinking throughout with issue discussion, comparison, and
debate. Engaging and inspiring, AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS TODAYTEXAS EDITION, 2009-2010 helps readers discover the importance of active, informed
citizenship. Again and again, readers see the power of one to make a difference.
Discusses the connections between food and history, natural law, the emotions, the
environment, the energy crisis, international order, and world peace
The 7th edition of this classic text continues to provide the same high quality material
seen in previous editions. The text is extensively rewritten with updated prose for
content clarity, superb new problems in new application areas, outstanding instruction
on drawing free body diagrams, and new electronic supplements to assist readers.
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Furthermore, this edition offers more Web-based problem solving to practice solving
problems, with immediate feedback; computational mechanics booklets offer flexibility
in introducing Matlab, MathCAD, and/or Maple into your mechanics classroom;
electronic figures from the text to enhance lectures by pulling material from the text into
Powerpoint or other lecture formats; 100+ additional electronic transparencies offer
problem statements and fully worked solutions for use in lecture or as outside study
tools.
Action! Magic! Motorcycles! In this whimsical urban fantasy adventure, Red Riding
Hood must face the wolf within herself. Gifted with the ability to transform into a magicalpowered werewolf, she must rise to become the legendary Alpha Huntress, and lead a
squad of young warriors in a quest to save Wayward Woods from an ancient evil. (Book
1 of 3)
Electromagnetic Waves 2 examines antennas in the field of radio waves. It analyzes
the conditions of use and the parameters that are necessary in order to create an
effective antenna. This book presents antennas’ definitions, regulations and
fundamental equations, and describes the various forms of antennas that can be used
in radio: horns, waveguides, coaxial cables, printed and miniature antennas. It presents
the characterization methods and the link budgets as well as the digital methods that
make the fine calculation of radio antennas possible. Electromagnetic Waves 2 is a
collaborative work, completed only with the invaluable contributions of Ibrahima Sakho,
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Hervé Sizun and JeanPierre Blot, not to mention the editor, Pierre-Noël Favennec.
Aimed at students and engineers, this book provides essential theoretical support for
the design and deployment of wireless radio and optical communication systems.
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